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	Cellular Computing (Genomics and Bioinformatics), 9780195155402 (0195155408), Oxford University Press, 2004
The field of cellular computing is a novel and exciting development at the intersection of biology, computer science, mathematics, and engineering. Practitioners in this emerging discipline are concerned with the analysis, modeling, and engineering of inter- and intra-cellular processes for the purposes of computation. Developments in the field have potentially huge significance, ranging from new biological sensors and methods for interfacing living material with silicon substrates, through intelligent drug delivery and nanotechnology and on toward a deeper understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of life itself. This book provides both an introduction to some of the early fundamental work and a description of ongoing cutting-edge research in the field.

The abstract operation of complex natural processes is often expressed in terms of networks of computational components such as Boolean logic gates or artificial neurons. The interaction of biological molecules and the flow of information controlling the development and behavior of organisms is particularly amenable to this approach, and these models are well established in the biological community. However, only relatively recently have papers appeared proposing the use of such systems to perform useful, human-defined tasks. Rather than merely using the network analogy as a convenient technique for clarifying our understanding of complex systems, it is now possible to harness the power of such systems for the purposes of computation. The purpose of this volume is to discuss such work.
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Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...


		

Semantics-Oriented Natural Language Processing: Mathematical Models and AlgorithmsSpringer, 2009
This book examines key issues in designing semantics-oriented natural language processing systems. A broad conceptual framework for describing structured meanings of NL-texts is obtained by defining a new class of formal languages called standard knowledge languages (SK-languages) using a system theoretical approach. Readers will gain knowledge...


		

Nuclear Medicine Resources ManualInternational Atomic Energy Agency, 2006

	This resources manual provides comprehensive guidance at an international level in many aspects of nuclear medicine practice, including education, training, facilities and equipment, quality systems, and radiopharmacy and clinical practice. The manual has been written with routine clinical practice in mind and therefore provides advice on...





	

Microsoft Project Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2002
 This book is designed for intermediate to advanced computer users who manage projects. Even if you have never used Microsoft Project or managed a project before, this book assumes you have experience with Microsoft Windows and at least a couple of programs in Microsoft Office, such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Outlook. 
...

		

Apple Pro Training Series: Motion 5Peachpit Press, 2011

	 


	Welcome to the official Apple Pro Training course for Motion 5, a

	behavior-driven motion graphics application that allows you to create

	stunning visual effects for a wide variety of projects.





	This book is a comprehensive guide to designing with Motion. It covers

	the use of...

		

Soft Computing for Data Mining Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	The authors have consolidated their research work in this volume titled Soft Computing for Data Mining Applications. The monograph gives an insight into the research in the ?elds of Data Mining in combination with Soft Computing methodologies. In these days, the data continues to grow - ponentially. Much of the data is implicitly or explicitly...
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